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1. INTR~OUCTI~N 
In this paper we will give criteria for unique solvability of multivariate 
Birkhoff interpolation problems. In the bivariate case we mean by Birkhoff 
interpolation the following problem: Let g”(G), with p E N, and G c [w’ 
and compact, be the space of all real valued functions continuously dif- 
ferentiable of total order p on G, let n,, SE N, be the space of all 
polynomials of degree <s in one real variable, and let D$ for (s, y) E G, be 
the functional D';(,(f)=f'~"(x,1.)(f~~'+'(e)~ Let now m, M, TE N,,, 
2-c { I)...) m} x {O )...) MJ with card(Z) = r + 1, and consider the base set of 
knots (cf. Definition 3.1) 
K= {(x,,y,.,:,)I(i,k)EZ, 1 b.j6u,,k)~G 
with u,,~ E N, and the sets 
L,,, c { 1 ,..., a,,,} x {o ,..., M-k] 
for (j, k)~ Z. Moreover, let (i,,, k,,),..., (i,, k,) be an ordering of Z with 
card(LkJ 3 card(L,,, k,) f or O<s< t 6 Y. We investigate whether the 
problem 
(@“(G), i; n, 0 Kard,+j D:.;.(>.,,,,: 
,=o 
ti> k, E z, (j, 1) E L,,k, txi, l’r.k:,) E K, 
(1.1) 
is uniquely solvable, i.e., whether for every function J’E w”“(G) there exists 
exactly one P E C: = ,, lL 0 LrdlL,,,,k,,j with %;.‘,.JP) = D$Jl;,k, (J’) for all 
(i, k)~ Z, (j, 1)~ L,., and (x,, .Y!,~,,)E K (For the theory of interpolation 
refer to Davis 141). 
To this end we introduce a method which interpolates with tensor- 
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functionals. It is similiar to the method used by Haussmann [12], but it 
yields an interpolation space independent of the dual functions of the 
functionals applied and it therefore gives sufficient conditions for unique 
solvability of the problem (1.1). We define and use two-dimensional 
incidence matrices corresponding to a problem (1.1). These matrices must 
be investigated for (conditional) regularity (cf. [ 141). 
2. THE INTERPOLATION METHOD 
For s = I,..., M, M E N, let F,, , G,, be finite dimensional vector spaces as 
well as spaces F, G with 
F, c ‘. c Fjw c F, dim F,, = m,, m, < ... cm,, 
(2.1) 
GxG,=, ... XC,+,, dimG,,=n,, n,> ... >nM. 
Further, let cp ,..., (P~~EF* and $,,j~G*, l<ibm,, l<j<r~,,~, (F*,G* 
denote the dual spaces of F, G and r is the map 
r:(l)..., m,~}3i-+min{s~i~m,}E{1,..., M)), 
be functionals so that the interpolation problems 
u, = (6 F,; cp t>..., cp,,), 1 <#GM, (2.2) 
and 
v, = (G> G,,,,; ICI,,,,.-, $i,n,,,,)> 1 <idm,, (2.3) 
are uniquely solvable. 
THEOREM 2.1. The interpolation problem 
W= 
i 
FOG, f F,0G,s;cpiO~i,.,:16i6m,, 1 6 j< n,(,,) (2.4) 
Y=l 
is uniquely solvable. 
Proof: With m ,, := 0 the dimension of H := C,“=, F,, @ G, can be deter- 
mined by 
dim H= f (m,-rn,- ,).n,s. 
.s= I
(2.5) 
Since the interpolation problems U,,, 1 <s < M, and V,, 1 < id mM, are 
uniquely solvable, there exists for every s E {l,..., M} the dual basis 
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{.L.,I 1 di<m., 1 of {cpliF,/ 1 < i < m,, ) with reference to F,, and for every 
ie {l,..., m,) the dual basis (g,.,I 1 GjGn,(,,) of ~$,.l~~~,,,,.-.~ il.n,,,,~~,,,,) 
with reference to G,(;,. For k E { l,..., m,W ), 1~ ( I,..., ttr(k,), we define 
(2.6) 
and 
M r(k) 
h,,, := c u;‘,. 
I=0 
(2.7) 
Then for every t E {O,..., M-r(k)}, 
4; E Fe,, + (0 G,,, , + , (2.8) 
is valid. In particular hk,,E H for all 1 d kdtn,, 1616n,(k,. For 
1 6 r d m,(,, and 1 6 u’d nrlr ), it follows directly from (2.8) that 
(Cpt, @ $,.,w)(hk.i) = 6,..k 6x.1. (2.9) 
For D > mrtkl, 1 < MI d n,(,,,, the following equations are valid: 
(Pi@ ‘b,,,)(hk,,) = d,,k 6,~ 
holds for 1 d i, k <m,, 1 <j< n,(,,, 1 < I<n,,,,; i.e., the functionals 
CpiO$,j 1 Gidm,, 1 <j<nrCr, are linearly independent in H*. With (2.5) 
it follows that these functionals form a base of H*. 1 
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To derive an explicit formula of the interpolation projector 
(2.10) 
we define the following operators: 
P.,.I:F3f-,cp;(f)f,,;~~~an{f,,i}, 1 dsdM, 1 6i<m,y, (2.11) 
Qt:Gsg+ F) $z,,(g)gt,jEGr(;,, 1 di<m,, (2.12) 
,=I 
m, %,,) 
R,,: F@Gsh + ic, jT, (~~@$i,,)(h)h.s:i,iE i F,OG,, 1 ds6M. (2.13) 
r=l 
The cardinal functions h,,;,,, can be derived from (2.7) and (2.6): 
Then for 26s<M, 1 didm,+,, and 1 dj~n,~,,, it holds that 
h,;,,, = h,, 1;,,, + aj;- r(‘)) 
and therefore 
R,(h) = R,s. l(h)+ ? f (q,O $,1)(h) h.s:i,, 
r=rn,-)+I j=l 
m, I +(,I 
- C C 2 fJ (ViO$,,,)(h) 
r=l j=l k=m,-,+I /=I 
x ((Pk @ IC/k.,Nh.s- I:,,,)fv,k @gk./ 
= R, _ l(h) + T 5 (cp;OlC/l,,)(h)f,,iOgi,., 
i=m,? ,+I/=1 
- 2 f “2’ y’ (Cpk @‘hk,,)(h) 
r=rnml+lj=l k=l /=I 
X (V’iO$‘i,j)(L l;k,I)fs.r@gi,i 
(2.14) 
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From this results 
LEMMA 2.2. For every s E { l,..., M}, 
,>I< 
R,=R, -, t c (P.,.iOQi).(zd,~,.-R,~~,). 
I=,,,\ ,fl 
(2.15) 
Now we can verify an explicit representation formula: 
THEOREM 2.3. The interpolution operator R qf the interpolation problem 
(2.4) has the following explicit form: 
?>I M M I 
R= 1 P,,,.@Q;+ c (-1)‘ 2 i‘E’-.“i--’ 
!=I ,=I kg--‘+1 k,=, k,= I 
WD 
x 1 .” : P,,,,,,; “’ Pk,.r,OQ,; ‘.. .Q,,. (2.16) 
i” = “,A” ,+ I I$ = UII / I+1 
(By P, . Pz, we mean the ordinary composition qf the projections P, and Pz .) 
Proof By induction we verify the corresponding formula for the 
operators R,, 16tdM. For r=l, 
R,= 1 P,.,@Qz 
r=l 
is valid. For 1 < t 6 M- 1, it follows with Lemma 2.2, 
mi + I 
R li 1 =R,+ c (P,+,.iOQ~,.(Zd,,,-R,) 
I = m, + I 
PI,+ I f?l, + 1
=R,+ c f’,+,.iOQ,- 1 (P,+L,OQ,).R, 
, = l?,, + I ,=m,+l 
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+,,;, (-l)S(s,aPk,,.io' "' ~Pk,,;,OQ,; ". 'Q;, 
m,+, ml 
- c c Pt+~,lo.P,Ii,,i,oQ,.Q,, 
io=m,+l rl=l 
Here we have used (s, t) C instead of the multiple sum 
Because of 
@Q;.Q,; ..  ,-, = i (-1)" i f ,q' 'y 
a=2 k,=Akj=.,--I k,=l ,,=m,+l I,=,,,~, -1+1 
. . . 
2 P,+l,i”‘Pkl,il’ “’ .Pk,,i,@Qq. ... Qi, 
!,=mk$-,+l 
+,\ y ky’...ky 9 
k,,=~+l k,=\ k,= 1 ‘“=mk” ,+I 
In!? / 
. 
c Pk0.i” . . . Pk,,,, 63 Q, . ‘. . Qi, 
i,=mk, ,+I 
l-1 
-,,F;(-])A i kf...ky-’ ‘F 
ko=.s+ I k, =, k,- I i”=mk,,-I+ I 
w, 
. . . 
c Pk,,,ro. “. ‘Pks,,s@Q,’ “’ .Q,, 
/,=m+t+l 
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= i ( - )YS> t) 1 Pk ,,,/ /, ” Pk$.,~O Q,,,’ “. Q,, 
r=2 
- 1;: ( - 1 )'(s> t) c P,,.,,, P,s,,, 0 Q,,, Q,, 
the correctness of the Theorem is proven. 1 
3. BIVARIATE BIRKHOFF INTERPOLATION 
The bivariate Birkhoff interpolation problem ( 1.1) can be described by a 
(modified) incidence matrix. Let 
be a m x (A4 t 1 )-matrix with the properties 
(i) For exactly M+ 1 pairs (i, k)E { l,..., m) x (0 ,..., M}, let 
E,,, = (et;0 I~iiU,,k.O~I~N,,I he u,,~ x (N,,k + 1 )-incidence matrices with 
~i.k E N N,,k E No, 
(ii) E,,k = 0 for all other (i,k). (3.1) 
To simplify our notations, we define 2 by 
Z:={(i,k)~jl,..., m} x {O,..., M} lE,,,#O}. (3.2) 
For given real numbers -yi, yr,k:,((i, k) E Z 1 <j< a,.,) with 
x, < ". <xm,yi.k;l< "' <.C1,.k;u,,i, we consider for sufficiently differen- 
tiable f: lR2 + [w the functionals 
(i, k) E Z, p%', 1 '.I . (3.3) 
Obviously we can identify the matrix &,n,M with the Birkhoff conditions 
(3.3). Therefore we will call c?,?,.~ with the conditions (3.1) a two-dimen- 
sional incidence matrix. 
There are exactly one p E N and a surjective map g: Z -+ {l,..., p} with 
g(i,, kl)=g(i2, 4 if and only if N,,,,, = NiZ,k2, (3.4) 
N,F I;,; < ... < N,-I(,;. (3.5) 
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For abbreviation we define for every s E {l,..., p}, 
N, := N,-L~,~), 
M,Y:=card{(i,k)~Z/g(i,k)ds}-l. 
EXAMPLE 3.1. The matrix 
4,4= 
0 
10100 
01100 
0 1000 
0 
10 
( 1 0 1 
i 
00 10 
10 10 
0 100 
0 
1000 
0100 ( j 00 10 0001 
0 
0 0 
0 0 
i 10 
1 
0 0 
0 0 0 
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(3.6) 
is a two-dimensional incidence matrix with Z = { (1, 1 ), (2,0), (3, l), 
(3,2), (4,0)> and 
N,,, = N, = 4, M,=O, 
N,,,=N,,,=N,=3, M*=2, 
N,,,=N,,,=N,=l, M,=4. 
For given x, < . . . < xq and 
Y2.0; I < ‘.’ <Y2.0:3, 
Yl,,,, < ... <Yl.l,3~ 
Y3,l;l < ‘.. <Y3,,:4, 
Y3,2;1 <Y3,2;2> 
Y4,O;l <.v4,0;2, 
844,4 corresponds to the interpolation conditions 
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DEFINITION 3.2. Let &,,,,, ,+, be a two-dimensional incidence matrix 
(i) We will call a point set 
((-U,,y,.~.,)I(i,k)EZ,0~.~~~,.h)=~2 (3.7) 
a base set of knots for c&,,, if the following conditions hold: 
x , < . < x,,, ) 
,vi,k;l < < x,,k:o,,i > (i, k)EZ. 
(ii) Let K be a base set of knots for gM:,.+, &,,,,,, will be called con- 
ditionally regular with reference to K if for every set of real numbers 
{cc$l(i,k)~Z,e[;l=l } there exists a polynomial P E I:=, Z7,,,,, @ n,.,,$ 
(M,, N,, 16s<p, corresponding to (3.6)) with 
P’““‘(sx,, y,,k:,) = ‘xf,;/. 
(iii) &, M will be called regular if cJ,~,,~ is conditionally regular with 
reference to every base set of knots. 
Now we will deduce sufficient conditions for regularity of two-dimensional 
incidence matrices by the method used in Section 1. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let c$,,, be a two-dimensional m x (M + 1 )-incidence 
matrix as well as (x,,..., x,,) E R” a knot sequence (i.e., x, < .. < x,). For 
every s E { l,..., p} let the (one-dimensional) incidence matrices 
Es = tel.,) ~~r~m,o~k<m, with ei,k = I if and only if (i, k) E Z 
and N,. k 3 N., , (3.8) 
be conditionally regular with reference to (x, ,..., x,,,). Furthermore, for every 
(i, k) E Z let the ai,k x (Ni.k + 1 )-incidence matrices E,,, be conditionally 
regular with reference to a knot sequence ( Y;,~:, ..., Y,,~,~,,,,). Then g,,,“,. ,,  is 
regular with reference to the base set of knots 
{(~~,,Yi,k:,)l(i,k)EZ, 1 bjdai.k}. 
ProoJ: We have to show that the interpolation problem 
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with q=max Im&f.,+w is uniquely solvable. According to the 
assumptions, the interpolation problems 
W’+‘WL L,; D:<: N,,, 3 N,), 1 <s6p, 
and 
(w”qR), nN,; Df,,,,,: et;/= 1 ), (i, k)EZ, 
are uniquely solvable. Because of D$‘y,,,,, = D”,, 0 D.L.,,i,,, Theorem 3.3 follows 
from Theorem 2.1. 1 
COROLLARY 3.4. [f the incidence mutrices E, of (3.8) are regular for all 
1 6 s 6 p und also the incidence matrices Ei,k, (i, k) E Z, then &‘,. M is regular. 
EXAMPLE 3.5. We will investigate the incidence matrix && in Example 
3.1 for regularity: The incidence matrices E,,k, (i, k) E Z, are all regular. 
Also the incidence matrices 
are regular. Therefore 6&d is regular and the interpolation problem 
(~5([W2),noon4+n,on,+n40n,:D~;(,;,i,,:(i,k)~Z, 
ek.i = 1 
!., ’ -Yl < “. <-Y4,I’,,k:I < ‘.’ <Yi,r,o,,J 
is uniquely solvable. 
4. REMARKS 
(i) Let the two-dimensional M x (N + 1)-incidence matrix 8M,N be 
equal to (E,,k), <rcM.0Ck6N with the regular m,,k x (ni.k + 1)-incidence 
’ ’ E;,k= (et;‘) I <I < m,,i. 0 i 1 < 4.l) 1 di<M, OdkdN, (N~E No, 
IX,"=, (Ni+l)=N+l), mr.kEN nj,kcNo, and E,., = 0, for k > N,. If 
ni.kl 3 %k2 (4.1) 
holds for k, < kI < N,, 1 < i < M, then gM., is regular. 
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Proqf: There exist p, n, . . . . . II,, E PU, n, c < II,,, so that VI,,, E 
for all 1 < i < M, 0 <,j< N,. For i E ( l,..., p ). we define 
z, := ici 4 I n,., >n,,l<,j<M,OdldN,). 
m, := card(Z,) - 1. 
(II, . ...) n,, 1 , 
Because of (4.1) the interpolation problems 
(g”(R), IL,,; D/,,: (.i, l)~z,, *xl ,..., -x,,,E R, x,#x,for i#j) 
are Hermite interpolation problems and therefore uniquely solvable. With 
Theorem 2.1 the unique solvability of the interpolation problem 
x1 ,...,. x.,~R,x,#.x, for i#.i, y,,,:, < ... <.r,,k,,,z,,i) 
(q=maxIs.,sp {m, +n,}) is shown. 1 
(ii) In 1131 Haussmann and Knoop have shown that the following two- 
dimensional incidence matrix 
i 
E, “’ E, 0 .” 
Q= ; 
. 
E,, ... E, 0 .” 
which always has the same Hermite matrices E, = (ek,[), sh Gm,, os I ~ ,,,,i. in 
the first N; columns of the ith row, is regular with reference to every set of 
knots 
From Remark (i), it follows directly that 8 is regular with reference to 
every base set 
(iii) The interpolation method given in Section 2 covers all those 
results of multivariate interpolation deduced with Boolean methods given 
in [l&3], and in [S-l 11. On the other hand, there exists a simple example 
solvable with this new method but that cannot be investigated by Boolean 
methods: We apply the interpolation conditions 
(D’r,‘lz~jO,;, 1}‘\{(f,~)},0~k+1~1}. (4.2) 
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The incidence matrix corresponding to (4.2) is the following: 
With Remark (i) the regularity of the matrix is shown and the inter- 
polation space is H=HIon,+n20n,+1740n2+n,onI. 
Especially the interpolation problem 
(%'(R2), H; D$': z E (0, $, 1 }‘\{ (+, t)}, 0 6 k + 1 d 1 } 
is uniquely solvable. 
(iv) The bivariate Birkhoff interpolation can be generalized in a 
canonical way. If we assume in (3.1) (i) that for (i, k) E Z the elements Ei.k 
are n-dimensional incidence matrices (n E N), we get recursively a (n + l)- 
dimensional incidence matrix. 
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